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Dreamweaver 
Slicing in Photoshop

Slice up the interface into jpg's 
For every button, make a normal and a 
rollover jpg (if  you have 4 buttons, you 
will make 8 jpg's).

Depending on your interface, you will have 
about 13 jpg's when you are done.

Slicing is how we get our Photoshop 
interface out of  Photoshop and into 
html. For our interface to work, we 
have to cut it into little square jpg's, 

like a jigsaw puzzle. We will re-assemble the 
jigsaw puzzle pieces in an html table. The 
table will allow us to place images on our 
webpage exactly where we want them. We 
want our interface to look exactly like it did 
in Phtoshop, but we want it to be a web-
page that will stretch wider to accomodate 
wider computer monitors.  We also need it to 
expand vertically when we fill it with content. 
This can of  course all be done with CSS 
positioning, and that can be seen in action 
at www.creeksidecare.com. But CSS interface design, at this quality level, is much  
more complicated, and beyond the scope of  this class.

STEP ONE: From within your Dreamweaver class folder, copy the folder that was 
due today.

STEP TWO: Press Ctrl+V to paste the folder back into the root of  your folder. 
Rename the folder as dueXX-XX_sliced (next class day).

STEP THREE: open the new folder and rename the Photoshop document:
sliced_elvis_presly.psd if  your name is Elvis. 
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Position your guides

STEP ONE: open your Photoshop file. Unlock the guides and turn off  the snap 
function, it is under view snap.

STEP TWO:   choose the move tool. Drag 4 guides down from the top ruler until 
your buttons are boxed in. Pull one more guide down and set it just above the bot-
tom of  the column.

STEP THREE: pull the left column guide to the right until it clears the edges of  the 
drop shadows on the buttons (in both normal and rollover states).

STEP FOUR:  Pull the middle guide leftward until it is very close to the  
left column guide. It needs to go leftward until it clears any pixels 
coming from your righthand banner image. 
You are defining your banner_tile pattern, 
so the pixels within the box formed by the 
guides needs to be identical (from left to 
right)

STEP FOUR:  Pull the guide below the banner down until it clears the drop shadow on the banner.  
STEP FIVE:  Pull the right column guide to the left until it clears the pinline on the column.

STEP SIX:  choose the slice tool  then click the slices from guides button. This tells Photoshop that we are 
creating a webpage and that it needs to create a series of  separate images formed from the guides.
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Naming your slices

STEP ONE:  choose the slice select tool, then right-click on 
the top left slice. In the slice options dialog box give it a  
name of  top_left.

STEP TWO: right click the next slice in the top row, the 
skinny one and name it banner_tile. DO NOT use spaces in 
these slice names because they will become jpg image names, and spaces are illegal charac-
ters in a jpg file name.

STEP THREE:   With the slice select tool, shift select the two remaining images in the ban-
ner  so they are both selected together.

STEP FOUR:  Right-click on the two selected images and choose combine slices from the 
menu.

STEP FIVE: right click on the slice (that was combined) and name it banner.

STEP SIX:  right click on your home button slice and 
give it a name of  home

NOTE: before you name your buttons make sure that all of  your yellow 
rollover layers are hidden

STEP SEVEN:  right-click on each of  your button slices and give them a 
name based on what is on the button. For example the next slice would 
be named gallery.

STEP EIGHT: Name the bottom left slice on the interface left_tile

STEP NINE: name the bottom right hand slice on the interface right_tile.
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If you have a fancy column...

NOTE: if  you did not use a gradient or photo under your buttons, skip 
to page 6, you don't need to do this page and the next page. 

STEP ONE:  For those of  you that used a gradient in your columns you 
will need to name the slice under the contact button under_button.

STEP TWO:  also, if  you used a gradient in your columns, you will need to combine all of  the slices 
on the right column (except the bottom one) into one slice and name it right_column.

 

NOTE: Having a gradient in your right hand 
column looks very cool, but it causes significant 
problems when we place things in that column 
later on in HTML. It will work, but expect to 
spend some time during the labs adding extra 
code to make it work:

<td style="background: url(right_column.jpg) top no-repeat;">
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Column tricks

STEP ONE: If  you did add a photo or 
pattern under the buttons, (not recom-
mended), you can still make your column 
expand vertically, but it requires some extra 
steps because the pattern can not extend 
down into the expander cell.

STEP TWO: If  you added a pattern to the 
the colums with a layer style pattern over-
lay as shown here, you can fade the pattern 
into flat color towards the bottom of  the 
column by adding a Gradient Overlay of  
90 degrees, using a foreground to 
transparent gradient.

STEP THREE: within the layer style 
dialog box for gradient overlay, 
click the gradient editor and ar-
range your sliders as shown. This 
makes the gradient pour upwards 
from the bottom of  the column. 
It has the effect of  fading out 
the pattern that you put in the 
column. You get to have your 
cake and eat it too: you get texture 
under the buttons, and you get 
the flat color at the bottom of  the 
column for the pattern tile.

STEP FOUR: Another trick I 
forgot to mention earlier is to add 
a vertical pinline pattern under 
the buttons. This works great, and 
only causes problems when you try to put content in the 
right hand column, and even that can be overcome.

STEP FIVE: To add the vertical pinlines pattern, I made 
the pattern as before (new doc 1x3wide), then made a 
duplicate layer of  the columns layer, and added the pattern 
to that dupe columns layer as a layer style. The pattern is 
transparent, so it allows the bottom columns layer color to 
show through the pattern.
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Exporting jpg's: "Save for web and devices"

STEP ONE:   choose file save for Web and devices, and choose the optimize tab so you can see the full 
interface. 

STEP TWO:   choose the slice select tool and drag a marquee around the entire interface to select all the 
slices.

STEP THREE: Once all the slices are selected, choose JPEG with the quality of  85

STEP FOUR:  Click the save or okay button and navigate down into the images folder  
in your dueXX-XX/images folder.  
NOTE: you may have to create the images folder
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Controlling the export

STEP ONE: in the Save Optimized As dialog box, 
choose Images Only, and Selected Slices

STEP TWO: Click the Settings: drop list and choose Custom.

STEP THREE: in the Custom > Output Settings dialog box, make sure the 
"Put Images in Folder" box is UNchecked.

STEP FOUR: We are telling Photoshop to only save the selected slices, and 
to place them in a specific images folder, but not the automated images 
folder Photoshop would like to create for us.

STEP FIVE: Click ok and save. 

STEP SIX: Minimize Photoshop and use Windows (or finder) to look in 
your images folder. For each slice that we named, there should now be a 
jpg in the folder. The unnamed images can be safely deleted. We don't need 
them.
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Exporting the rollover button images

STEP ONE:  By saving for Web, all of  those named slices became jpgs in the images folder. Four of  
those images are the normal states of  the bottom. Next we need to save the 4 rollover states of  the but-
tons

STEP TWO:   unfold each of  your button groups, starting with the home button, and hide the green 
flagged button layer and then turn on visibility for the rollover yellow flagged layer.

STEP THREE:   do this for each of  your buttons hiding the green button layer and turning on visibility 
for the yellow rollover layer.

STEP FOUR:  Choose the slice select 
tool and right-click on the contact but-
ton and choose edit slice options.

STEP FIVE:  The name of  that slice 
is contact change the name of  the 
slice to contactover all one word, no 
spaces. This will become the name of  
the over state of  the button jpg.

STEP SIX:  as you did on the contact 
button add the word "over" to the 
slice name of  each button, remember 
not to uses spaces in the slice names.

STEP SEVEN:  Once you have re-
named your buttons choose file save for web and 
devices..

STEP EIGHT:  In the save for web and devices 
dialog box, choose the slice selected tool, and the 
shift select the four buttons. This tells Photoshop 
that we only want to save those four selected but-
ton slices. 

STEP ELEVEN:   click  the save button and then 
the save button again. Check your images folder, 
you should see the 4 new buttons with the names: 
homeover.jpg, galleryover.jpg, resumeover.jpg, and 
contactover.jpg.
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The finished slices in the images folder

STEP ONE: these images with numeric names are the parts of   
the interface we did not name, they can be deleted, or placed into subfolder (images/archives) if  you want 
to be extra careful

The List: banner_tile.jpg 
banner.jpg 
contact.jpg 
contactover.jpg 
gallery.jpg 
galleryover.jpg 
home.jpg 
homeover.jpg 
left_tile.jpg 
resume.jpg 
resumeover.jpg 
right_column.jpg (optional) 
right_tile.jpg 
top_left.jpg 
under_button.jpg (optional) 
 


